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Abstract. Conventional rigid router-based networks on chip incur cer-
tain overheads due to huge occupied logic resources and topology embed-
ding, i.e., the mapping of a logical network topology to a physical one.
In this paper, we present an implementation of partially reconfigurable
point-to-point (ρ-P2P) interconnects in FPGA to overcome the men-
tioned overheads. In the presented implementation, arbitrary topologies
are realized by changing the ρ-P2P interconnects. In our experiments,
we considered parallel merge sort and Cannon’s matrix multiplication to
generate network traffic to evaluate our implementation. Furthermore,
we have implemented a 2D-mesh packet switched network to serve as a
reference to compare our results with. Our experiment shows that the
utilization of on-demand ρ-P2P interconnects performs 2× better and
occupies 70% less area compared to the reference mesh network. Fur-
thermore, the reconfiguration latency is significantly reduced using the
Xilinx module-based partial reconfiguration technique. Finally, our ex-
periments suggest that higher performance gains can be achieved as the
problem size increases.

1 Introduction

In modern on-chip multi-core systems, the communication latency of the net-
work interconnects is increasingly becoming a significant factor hampering per-
formance. Consequently, network-on-chips (NoCs) as a design paradigm has been
introduced to deal with such latencies and related issues. At the same time, NoCs
provide improved scalability and an increased modularity[1][2][3][4][5]. However,
these multi-core systems still incorporate rigid interconnection networks, i.e.,
mostly utilizing a 2D-mesh as the underlying physical network topology com-
bined with packet routers. More specifically, the interconnection network will be
fixed in the design stage leading to the modification of algorithms to suit the
underlying topology or the embedding of the logical network (intended by the
algorithm) onto the physical interconnection network. In both cases, reduced
performance is the result. The topology embedding techniques are well-studied
[6] and usually require the introduction of a router module to handle network
dilations and congestions. Furthermore, worm-hole flow control for the packet
switched network (PSN) is widely used due to its insensitivity to multi-hop de-
lays. As a result, these systems that still utilize rigid network interconnects have
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the following limitations. First, the programmer must have intricate knowledge
of the underlying physical network in order to fully exploit it. Second, perfor-
mance is lost due to topology embedding that is likely to increase communication
delays and/or create traffic congestions. Third, a router (with virtual channels)
occupies significant on-chip resources.

Our work is motivated by several key observations. First, different applica-
tions (or algorithms) generate different traffic patterns that require different
topologies to handle them in the best possible manner. Therefore, the ability
to ‘construct’ topologies on-demand (at application start time or even during
run-time) is likely to improve performance. Second, direct point-to-point con-
nections eliminate the communications overheads of utilizing packet switched
networks. Traditionally, P2P networks were not popular due to complex wiring
and scalability issues. However, modern reconfigurable hardware fabrics contain
rich intra-chip wiring resources and additionally provide a capability to change
the interconnections (possibly) in run-time [7]. Figure 1(1) shows a Configurable
Logic Block (CLB) cell in the Virtex-II Pro device indicating that the wiring
resources occupy more than 70% of the cell. The Virtex-II Pro xc2vp30 device
contains 3680 CLBs and abundant wires such as long, hex, double, and direct
lines. Moreover, the interconnect wires do not require logic slices, which are
valuable computational resources. Therefore, we aim to design and implement
a (dynamically) adaptive and scalable interconnection network suited to meet
demands of specific applications. Figure 1(2) depicts our general approach. Our
system adaptively provides demanding interconnection networks that realize the
traffic patterns. The reconfigurable interconnects consist of set of on-chip wiring
resources. The presented ρ-P2P implementation combines the advantages of high
performance of traditional P2P networks and the flexibility of reconfigurable
interconnects.
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In this work, we implement 2D-mesh PSNs and our ρ-P2P interconnects.
We perform a comparative study to re-examine the performance gain and the
area reduction of the ρ-P2P network over the PSN in modern reconfigurable
platforms. We propose to utilize partial reconfiguration techniques to realize the
ρ-P2P networks. The main contributions of this work are:

– An arbitrary topology can be rapidly configured by updating small-sized
partial bitstreams, which is verified by an actual prototyping. The proof-of-
concept experiment in Virtex-II Pro device using the Xilinx module-based
partial reconfiguration technique shows that the actual system performance
gain increases as the problem size increases.

– The experiments show that our ρ-P2P network performs 2× better and oc-
cupies 70% less area compared to a mesh-based PSN for the considered
applications.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, related work is
described. System designs and their hardware implementations are described in
Sections 3 and 4. In Section 5, conclusions are drawn.

2 Related Work

The general concept of on-demand reconfigurable networks was introduced in [8].
In this paper, we present ρ-P2P networks to realize on-demand interconnects as
an implementation methodology using modern FPGA technology. Recently, a
number of NoCs have been proposed [1][2][3][4][5]. These networks employ rigid
networks fixed at design time. Additionally, a packet router with virtual chan-
nels occupy significant on-chip logic resources. As an example, 16 routers with
4 virtual channels in [4] occupy 25481 slices, while a common device such as
the xc2vp30 Virtex-II Pro contains in total only 13696 slices. Those networks
route packets over multi-hop routers and consequently we consider a worm-
hole flow control based PSN as a reference. Our approach is different from the
afore-mentioned networks in that the interconnection network consists of di-
rectly connected native on-chip wires. Our ρ-P2P network is different from the
traditional point-to-point network, such as a systolic array, in that the physical
interconnects of our work are reconfigurable. Our work is similar to [9] in that an
on-chip packet processing overhead is discussed. While [9] considers a butterfly
fat tree topology and does not discuss topology embedding, our work presents
a network design to avoid packet processing overheads together with topology
embedding. A partial reconfiguration technique for the NoC design is presented
in [10]. While [10] presents dynamic insertion and removal of switches, our work
presents configurations of physical interconnects. Reconfigurations of buses are
presented in [11] and our work is similar to [11] in that the topology is dynami-
cally changed. However, the buses in [11] are static as they use pre-established
lines, we use only the required wiring resources.
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3 Design and Implementation

3.1 2D-Mesh PSN

We consider a 2D-mesh PSN as a reference network as depicted in Figure 2(1).
The PSN system consists of processing nodes which are interconnected in a rigid
2D-mesh topology. Each node is composed of a processing element (PE), a dual-
ported memory, a network interface, and a router. Each node communicates
utilizing a handshaking protocol. The packet is composed of 3 control flits and a
variable amount of data flits as depicted in Figure 2(2). The first flit is a header
containing the target node address. The second flit is the physical memory ad-
dress of the remote node to store the transmitted data. The trailer indicates the
last flit of a packet. Figure 2(3) depicts how a packet is processed. A flit-based
worm-hole flow control is adopted for more efficient buffer utilization. When a
packet arrives, the switch controller checks the packet header in the buffer. If
the current node address and a target node address are different, the switch
controller forwards the packet to the appropriate port. If current node address
and a target node address are identical, the switch controller checks how many
local memory ports are idle. The switch controller permits up to two packets to
simultaneously access a local dual-ported memory. This feature is useful, pro-
vided that two-operand computations are common in many applications. Figure
2(4) depicts how a 2D-mesh node is organized. The network interface deals with
packet generation, assembly, and memory management. The memory is private
to the PE and the packet size is determined by the PE using trailer signal. In this
way, direct memory access (DMA) of burst data transfers is supported. Each port
entails full-duplex bidirectional links. A buffer is contained in each input port
and the XY routing algorithm is utilized for its simplicity. A buffer accommo-
dates 8 flits, while the individual flit width is 16 bit. The packets are arbitrated
based on the round robin scheduling policy. The processors are wrapped inside
a router in order for the dual-ported memory to simultaneously store the 2 in-
coming packet payloads. Consequently, the system conforms to the non-uniform
memory access (NUMA) model. Our implementation is similar to [3][5] in that
the same flow control and routing scheme are used. However, our PSN system
in this work differs in the following ways. First, variable length burst packets
are directly communicated between distributed memories. Second, dual-ported
embedded memories are utilized to simultaneously accommodate two incoming
packets. Third, a topology embedding (e.g., binary tree traffic embedding using
[12]) has been implemented. A single packet containing Nl elements requires the
following amount of cycles to conduct a source-to-destination communication:

Ll = Nl + #hop · Lh + Poverhead, (1)

where Ll refers to the communication latency in number of cycles to transfer Nl

elements. Lh denotes the header latency per router. The Poverhead refers to the
packetization overhead. #hop refers to the number of intermediate routers.
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3.2 ρ-P2P Network

The proposed ρ-P2P system consists of directly interconnected PEs as depicted
in Figure 3(1). Figure 3(2) shows the device floorplan. PEs are located in a
static region and interconnects in the reconfigurable region are adaptively
(re)configured on demand. The interconnects in the reconfigurable region cor-
respond to the required wiring resources. The bus macro region separates the
reconfigurable region from the static region and consists of symmetrical tri-state
buffer arrays. The left-hand side belongs to the reconfigurable region and the
right-hand side belongs to the static region. The interconnects are enabled or
disabled by controlling the tri-state buffers. Two tri-state buffers constitute a
single-bit wire line. The reconfigurable region and bus macros constitute the
topology component. The topology component is modular and can be replaced
by other topologies. In our experiments, the computational region remains fixed
over time and only the communication region is reconfigurable. Those regions
span whole vertical columns since the Virtex-II Pro device is configured in full
column by column. When the required communication patterns change, the phys-
ical interconnects can be quickly changed. We exploit dynamic and partial re-
configuration techniques [13] of Xilinx FPGAs to adaptively configure ρ-P2P
interconnects. Figure 3(3) depicts the exemplified reconfiguration steps, where
the processors are initially interconnected in a 2D-mesh. After that, the on-
demand topology is (re)configured by updating partial bitstreams only for the
reconfigurable topology component during the respective time t2−t1, t3−t2. The
network topology is implemented as a partially and dynamically reconfigurable
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component of the system. Nl elements requires Nl cycles to conduct a source-
to-destination communication. This approach can be generally applied to the
recent reconfigurable hardware, such as partially reconfigurable Xilinx Virtex
series devices, though we target Virtex-II Pro in this work.
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The layout of static region is identical for each system configuration and
remains unchanged during the interconnects reconfiguration. The small sized
topology components can be reconfigured while processors are in operation
within the static region. The reconfiguration latencies are directly proportional
to corresponding partial bitstream sizes. The bitstream size is determined by re-
quired on-chip resources. In Virtex-II Pro, a bitstream is loaded in a column ba-
sis, with the smallest load unit being a configuration frame of the bitstream. Dif-
ferent network configurations are implemented in VHDL using the bus macros.
Figure 4 depicts the design of a topology component using bus macro region as
an example. Virtex-II Pro xc2vp30 contains abundant (6848) tri-state buffers
which can be used for bus macro designs. As can be observed from Figure 4, the
network topology can be implemented using tri-state buffer configurations. The
interconnects do not require any logic resources such as slices, while the look-up
tables (LUTs) in the bus macro regions are only required for power and ground
signals of tri-state buffers. Since the data is communicated in a point-to-point
fashion without packetization and multi-hop routing overheads, faster communi-
cation can be achieved compared to PSN. The area is also significantly reduced,
provided that the interconnection network can be realized by configuring hard-
wired bus-macros and using on-chip wires. Additionally, the partial bitstream is
automatically generated using the Xilinx modular design flow.
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3.3 Configuration Examples

In order to evaluate the presented network, we consider two types of workloads.
The parallel merge sort (binary tree, burst traffic) and the Cannon’s matrix mul-
tiplication (2D-torus, element-wise traffic) have been chosen as network traffics.
Those algorithms are common and the implemented PEs are small in area such
that larger networks can be realized in a single chip.

Parallel Merge Sort: The logical traffic pattern of the parallel merge sort is
as follows. Firstly, sequential sort is performed at the bottom-most nodes. Sec-
ondly, the parent nodes sort elements taken from child nodes until the root node
finishes the task. Sequential and parallel computation require O(n logn), O(n)
steps, respectively, and communication requires O(n) steps, for the problem size
n. Sequential PEs are identical for ρ-P2P and PSN systems. Consider p proces-
sors performing the parallel merge sort of N integers. System cycles are derived
as shown in Equations (2a),(2b), where MS PSN, MS P2P refer to the number of
cycles when the merge sort is operated in the PSN, ρ-P2P, respectively. In PSN
system, the system cycles are calculated by (computation cycles) + (communi-
cation cycles). Consider a complete binary tree with p-processors, αq

2N
p+1 log 2N

p+1
cycles are required for a sequential sort. In PSN, when the sequential PE points
to a remote memory address and commands a message transaction, the network
interface generates a packet containing 2N

p+1 elements. After that, each packet re-
quires (βs

2N
p+1 + #hop · Lh + Poverhead) cycles to move up to upper nodes. When

each packet arrives, the network interface assembles the packets and stores the
elements in local memory. Upper nodes perform a parallel sort, in which each
element requires αs cycle(s) for the parallel computation. (log2(p + 1) − 1) cor-
responds to the level of binary tree. In ρ-P2P system, αpN cycles are required
for the parallel computation for N total elements, in which αp cycles are re-
quired to perform load, compare, forward operations for each element. βpN are
required for communications. In case αp and βp are same, all the communication
cycles βpN are completely hidden by the computation, since communication and
computation can be overlapped.
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MS PSN = αq
2N

p + 1
log

2N

p + 1
+ 2αsN(1 − 2

p + 1
) + βsN(1 − 2

p + 1
)

+ (log2(p + 1) − 1)(#hop · Lh + Poverhead) (2a)

MS P2P = αq
2N

p + 1
log

2N

p + 1
+ αp N (2b)

Cannon’s Matrix Multiplication: The logical 2D-torus traffic pattern of
the Cannon’s matrix multiplication is as follows. Firstly, a scalar multiplication
is performed at each node and secondly, the intermediate result is transferred
to left/upper node. These two steps are repeated until the task is finished. A
sequential computation requires O(m3) steps for the matrix of size m×m. Each
PE is assumed to contain a single multiplier. Consider

√
p × √

p processors and
2 symmetric matrices with size M × M . System cycles are derived as shown in
Equations (3a), (3b), where MM PSN, MM P2P refer to the number of cycles
when the matrix multiplication is operated in the PSN, ρ-P2P, respectively. In ρ-
P2P system, there are

√
p phases of computations and M3

p
√

p computation cycles
are required for each phase. PEs require αp cycles to perform multiply, add,
transfer operations for each element. The communication is performed between
directly connected neighbor PEs, or #hop is 1. Totally αp

M3

p cycles are required
for the system cycles. In 2D-mesh PSN system, Lh, Poverhead and worst case

√
p

hops for each packet are required. Additionally, the communication is directly
performed between distributed memories.

MM PSN = αq
M3

p
+

√
p (βs

M2

p
+ #hop · Lh + Poverhead ) (3a)

MM P2P = αp
M3

p
(3b)

4 Experimental Results

In this work, 3 experiments have been conducted. First, the system cycles are
analytically derived from Equation (2) and (3) to measure the performance gain
of ρ−P2P over PSN in the reconfigurable hardware. The coefficients are obtained
from the highly optimized hardware implementations. For the parallel merge
sort, αq = 2.6, αs = 2.3, βs = 1 , Lh = 6 , αp = 2 , βp = 2 have been obtained.
For the matrix multiplication, αq = 2, αp = 1, βs = 1 are obtained. αq is 2,
since the PE requires 2 cycles to access a local memory, while αp is 1, since
the data is communicated directly between PEs. We can fairly compare ρ−P2P
and PSN, since the computational latency is same for both systems. Figure
5(1) depicts the system cycles for different problem sizes. As can be observed,
the ρ−P2P network performs on average 2× better (Note: graphs have a log
scale). ρ−P2P is better in performance, since PSN suffers from a multi-hop
communication latency, a packetization overhead while ρ−P2P provides a single-
hop communication. Figure 5(2) shows the performance gain of ρ−P2P over PSN
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in terms of the execution time. As the problem size increases, the performance
gain in the actual amount of cycles also increases. Assuming the systems operate
at 100MHz, the performance gain is obtained by (PSN system cycles - P2P
system cycles)×10ns. Figure 5 depicts the performance gain that can grow up to
120 ms, 1347 ms for the merge sort, matrix multiplication, respectively. It can
be noted that the Virtex-II Pro xc2vp30 device requires 26ms as a whole chip
reconfiguration time [7]. The experiment suggests that partially reconfigured on-
demand interconnects can be more beneficial for large problem sizes, since the
reconfiguration latency is relatively smaller.

(a) Parallel merge sort (b) Cannon’s matrix multiplication

(a) Parallel merge sort (b) Cannon’s matrix multiplication

(1) System cycles

(2) Performance gain
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Fig. 5. System cycles and performance gains of ρ-P2P and PSN

Second, PSN and ρ−P2P systems have been implemented in VHDL, placed
and routed using the Xilinx ISE tool, in order to evaluate the system cycle
models in Equations (2),(3). The systems have been implemented for N=512
(merge sort) and M=16 (matrix multiplication). Each PE has been implemented
in an application-specific finite state machine, occupying 1% of area. Virtex-II
Pro xc2vp100-6 has been used as a target device in order to experiment on
larger networks. The implementation results for the merge sort are presented
in Figure 6(1), in which network size, type of network, topology, number of
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nodes, system cycles, system area, clock frequency and system execution time
are shown. The sequential merge sort requires 11981( ≈ 2.6×512× log2512) cycles
in the implementation. To implement a PSN, the binary tree is embedded in 2D-
mesh using the algorithm of [12]. The binary tree P2P system reduces on average
67% area and 37% of execution time compared to PSN. In Figure 6(1), PSN and
ρ−P2P for the same network size can be fairly compared, since an actual number
of PEs which participate in the computation is the same. Figure 6(2) shows the
comparison of PSN and ρ−P2P for the matrix multiplication. The sequential
matrix multiplication requires 12546( ≈ 3 × 163) cycles. Embedded hardwired
18 × 18 bit multiplier, an adder and a simple control unit are implemented
for each PE, which is identical for ρ-P2P and 2D-mesh PSN systems. 2D-torus
P2P performs Cannon’s matrix multiplication with a single-hop communication.
Each PE performs an integer multiplication in a single cycle. In ρ−P2P, 94.6%
of an execution time is reduced, since in PSN with 16×16 PEs, in the worst
case 16 hops are required to transfer packets, while single cycle per each hop is
required. Additionally, 82% of area is reduced, since complex router modules are
eliminated.

(1) Merge sort (N=512)

Max.  
#slices reduction(%) Freq. (MHz) [us] reduction(%)

Sequential - 1 11981 491 - 125.5 95.4 -
PSN 2D-mesh 4 6429 2821 117.3 54.8
P2P Binary tree 3 6154 1102 123.5 49.8
PSN 2D-mesh 9 4276 6828 116.4 36.7
P2P Binary tree 7 3338 2316 122.1 27.3
PSN 2D-mesh 16 3415 15533 113.3 30.1
P2P Binary tree 15 2063 4851 115.8 17.8
PSN 2D-mesh 36 3094 33915 111.1 27.8
P2P Binary tree 31 1623 9852 113.7 14.3
PSN 2D-mesh 64 2873 64057 105.5 27.2
P2P Binary tree 63 1247 19791 111.4 11.2
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(2) Matrix multiplication (M=16, p=256)

Fig. 6. Implementation results

Third, intended as a proof-of-concept, the run-time reconfiguration of the
interconnects has been realized on the Virtex-II Pro xc2vp30 in the Digilent
XUP-V2P prototyping board[14]. Figure 7 demonstrates the procedure of the
partial run-time reconfiguration. The 2D-mesh and the binary tree intercon-
nects have been reconfigured using Xilinx module-based partial reconfiguration
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technique [13] in a boundary scan mode. Actual network interconnects in Fig-
ure 7(2) and (4) correspond to the topology components depicted in Figure 3.
The small sized topology components can be reconfigured while processors are
in operation. As an example, we reconfigure the binary tree interconnects by
updating partial bitstream (Figure 7(4)). The layout of static region (Figure
7(1)) is identical for each system configuration and remains unchanged during
the interconnects reconfiguration. In this experiment, the partial bitstream size
in number of frames is 79 out of 1757, indicating that 4.4% of the reconfiguration
latency is required compared to the full reconfiguration. It can be observed that
the reconfiguration latency is significantly reduced by utilizing the partial bit-
stream. Furthermore, 162 LUTs (out of 27396) of logic resources and 240 TBUFs
(out of 6848) primitives were used for bus macros. Regarding wiring resources,
231 switch boxes (out of 4592) are used for the binary tree partial bitstream.
The experiment clearly shows that the occupied logic resources are significantly
reduced by utilizing ρ-P2P interconnects.

                Dynamically 
reconfigurable interconnects Bus macro

(2) 2D-mesh 
  interconnects

(4) Binary tree 
   interconnects(1) Static region (3) System with 2D-mesh (5) System with binary tree

Static regionBus macro

Fig. 7. Partial run-time reconfiguration

5 Conclusions

In this work, we proposed the partially reconfigurable interconnects on demand.
Our ρ-P2P networks have been implemented and evaluated by comparing them
with the 2D-mesh PSNs. We showed that the ρ-P2P network provides a better
performance and reduced area by avoiding the use of complex routers. We also
showed that the bitstream size is significantly reduced using partial reconfigu-
ration of interconnects. Finally, our experiment projects adequate performance
benefits to offset the reconfiguration latency as the problem size increases. There-
fore, systems facilitating processors directly interconnected with the proposed
reconfigurable interconnects can be suitable for our general approach.
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